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Abstract 

This study tested whether 17-month-olds that were more or less rested attended 

differentially to learnable vs. unlearnable linguistic patterns. Rested and unrested infants were 

habituated to learnable or unlearnable pattern types.  Infants hearing the learnable pattern were 

also given head turn preference test trials to test learning of the pattern as a function of being 

rested or not. Before and after habituation the infants’ cortisol levels were taken to assess 

whether stress levels were affected differentially as a function of rest and whether the pattern 

was learnable. Although statistical significance was not obtained, rested infants attended longer 

to the unlearnable pattern than the learnable one during habituation and unrested infants attended 

longer to the learnable over the unlearnable pattern. Perhaps this means rested infants are more 

willing than unrested infants to attempt to solve a problem, even if it is unsolveable. In the 

learning trials, rested infants did not appear to show a learning affect whereas unrested infants 

showed a numerical, but not statistically significant, difference in listening times to grammatical 

and ungrammatical stimuli. Cortisol samples have not yet been analyzed. While no certain 

conclusions can be made at this point, rest does appear to affect infants’ learning strategies. 
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Introduction 

 There are many questions that can be asked regarding how infants learn. How do they 

process the vast amounts of information that are presented to them daily? One question that was 

looked at by Gerken, Balcomb, and Minton (2011) was how infants determine what types of 

information they will track. Specifically, they looked at whether 17-month-old infants would 

attend longer to linguistic patterns that were learnable as opposed to unlearnable patterns. 

 To test their idea they used linguistic patterns that were made of six masculine and six 

feminine Russian words. The feminine words had the case markers u and oj and the masculine 

words had the markers ya and yem (See Table 1). In addition to these case markers, half of the 

feminine words had word stems ending in k and half of the masculine words had the stem ending 

tel. It is the combination of the case markers and the stem ending that make this pattern 

learnable. The k and tel provided anchors to help learners cluster the four different word endings 

into two categories. This double marking was crucial because when the stem endings were 

absent, infants were not able to fully learn the pattern (Gerken, Wilson, & Lewis, 2005).  

 Gerken et al. (2011) used learnable and unlearnable Russian words from Gerken et al. 

(2005). In Experiment 1, the unlearnable words were new Russian words that had the feminine 

and masculine endings, but lacked the k and tel stem endings. A fluent Russian speaker recorded 

the words in random strings. The 17-month-old infants were habituated to either the learnable or 

unlearnable patterns. Habituation involved exposing the infants to the stimuli until their listening 

times decreased across trials according to a preset criterion. In Gerken et al. (2011) this criterion 

was reached when the total looking time during a fixed window of the most recent four trials was 

less than half the sum of the first four trials. Infants exposed to the learnable pattern listened 

longer in terms of number of trials to habituate and total time to habituate than the infants 
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listening to the unlearnable pattern. This would imply that infants attend longer to problems that 

are learnable, showing they do distinguish between different types of information and choose to 

direct their listening to learnable sources. 

To make sure the infants did not prefer the learnable pattern because of something simple 

like the presence of k and tel in the learnable language and not in the unlearnable one, Gerken et 

al. conducted a second experiment. Here the learnable pattern was made of “anti-Russian” 

words, which were the words from Table 1 with the masculine and feminine ending reversed (for 

example, polkoj became polkya, and zhitelya became zhiteloj). The words still contained the 

extra markers k and tel along with the gender endings and was still a learnable pattern. The 

unlearnable pattern was created by mixing the original Russian words with the anti-Russian 

words. This created a category where any stem could have any gender ending (for example, 

polku, polkoj, polkya, and polkyem were all possible words) and thus was completely 

unlearnable. Since the unlearnable pattern contained k and tel just like the learnable pattern, the 

experimenters could be sure that the infant’s preference was not due to something simple like the 

presence of these stem endings in the learnable language and not the unlearnable one. In this 

experiment, infants once again took longer to habituate to the learnable pattern.  

 The present study replicated the procedures of Gerken et al. (2011), Experiment 2, only a 

new variable was manipulated as well: how well rested the infants were. For each category 

(learnable and unlearnable) infants that were well rested and infants that were unrested were 

tested. The well-rested infants had awakened from a nap within the last half hour before arriving 

at the lab. The unrested infants were tested an hour before their normal naptime. We asked 

whether 17 month olds that are more rested or less rested would attend differentially to learnable 

vs. unlearnable linguistic patterns. 
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 To help rule out the possibility that unrested infants may attend less to the stimuli simply 

because they are less rested, and to determine whether learning differs as a function of 

restedness, additional changes were made to the original Gerken et al. (2011) study. First, infants 

in the learnable condition were tested after habituation to determine if the ability to learn the 

language differed as a function of infants being rested or not. Second, the cortisol level of the 

infants was tested before and after habituation as outlined below. 

 Cortisol, along with many other hormones and the sleep-wake cycle, follows a circadian 

rhythm. The circadian rhythm is an approximately 24-hour cycle that adult humans experience 

with many biological systems (Rivkees, 2003). It has been shown that infants develop a cortisol 

circadian rhythm by the age of three months that is comparable to that of adults. In this rhythm 

the infants would have a higher cortisol level in the morning and it would decrease throughout 

the day (Price, Close, & Fielding, 1983).   

At the age of 17 months however, the infants will still be taking naps during the day. It is 

not known exactly how naps will affect circadian rhythm, but it could be expected that there 

would be a slight jump in cortisol levels right after a nap. Unrested infants should have a low 

cortisol level before the test and an even lower one after the test. Rested infants should have a 

higher cortisol level before the test that should be a little lower after the test. Large increases in 

cortisol in any of the conditions would provide useful information about an infant’s stress level. 

For instance, infants might show higher cortisol levels in the unlearnable conditions with the 

highest increases predicted for unrested infants. Testing the cortisol levels will not only give 

information about where the infant is in their sleep schedule, but it can be used to see if the infant 

experiences more stress on exposure to the unlearnable than to the learnable language, and thus 

would provide converging information along with the behavioral looking times. 
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Methods 

Subjects: 

 Participants were 17 months old, or two weeks on either side. The average age was 17. 3 

months (SD= .52 months). They had not had an ear infection within the last week. They had a 

birth weight of at least 5 pounds 8 ounces and their term was at least 36 weeks. There were 14 

infants tested in total. Seven were in the unrested condition: four heard the learnable linguistic 

pattern and three heard the unlearnable linguistic pattern. Seven were in the rested condition: 

four heard the learnable linguistic pattern and three heard the unlearnable linguistic pattern. Five 

babies were discarded for various reasons including equipment failure (three infants), the infant 

was bilingual in Spanish and English unlike the other monolingual infants (one infant), or the 

infant cried as soon as the stimulus started (one infant). Four infants never reached the 

habituation criterion but were kept for analysis (1 in the Rested/Learnable condition, 2 in the 

Rested/Unlearnable condition, and 1 in the Unrested/Unlearnable condition). Infants were 

assigned to the four conditions Rested/Learnable, Rested/Unlearnable, Unrested/Learnable, 

Unrested/Unlearnable based on rotating through the four conditions in a preset order and based 

on the order in which they were contacted and when they came into the lab.  

 Unrested infants were tested an hour before their usual nap time. Rested infants arrived in 

the lab approximately a half-hour after they finished their nap and were tested approximately 25 

minutes later. 

 

Stimuli and Materials: 

 Habituation 
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The most learnable and unlearnable linguistic patterns from Gerken et al. (2011) were 

used, as were the stimuli from that experiment. All stimuli were made by recording a fluent 

Russian speaker saying the words. The learnable pattern was made of Russian words with 

masculine and feminine endings (the learnable language in Gerken et al., Experiment 1), 

excluding the bolded words in Table 1, and the unlearnable pattern consisted of the combination 

of the Russian and anti-Russian words from the unlearnable language in Gerken et al., 

Experiment 2. Four different orderings of the learnable and unlearnable words were created and 

were presented to the infants in random blocks of four, for a maximum of 24 habituation trials. 

Learning Test 

The stimuli for the head turn preference test trials were made from the previously unused 

bolded words in Table 1. The learnable stimuli were the four bolded words that were omitted 

from the habituation set. The unlearnable stimuli were the bolded words but with the ending of 

the opposing gender (example: vannoj became vannya and pisaryem became pisaru). Two 

randomized strings of words taken from Gerken et al. (2005) were used for each pattern.  

Procedures: 

The infants’ cortisol levels were tested 20 minutes after they first arrived at the lab and 

again, 20 minutes after they finished habituation. To test the cortisol level, saliva was collected 

with a cotton swab. To make the infants more at ease a demonstration was first shown of 

“brushing” the teeth of a stuffed monkey with a cotton swab. Then the infant’s teeth were also 

“brushed” by the experimenter wearing nitrile gloves. 

Habituation 

During habituation, the infants sat in their caregivers’ lap who was seated in a chair. They 

were facing a projector screen with a speaker directly above the screen. The procedures were run 
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by an experimenter in a booth adjacent to the testroom on an Apple computer. The stimuli were 

presented and infants’ responses were monitered using Habit X 1.0 software. Infants listened to 

habituation trials of either the learnable or unlearnable patterns presented in blocks of four and 

heard through the speakers.  

A trial began with the projector screen displaying a red and black checkerboard. When 

the infant looked at the screen, it changed to a picture of a baby sucking a pacifier and the 

auditory stimuli began to play. A trial ended when the infant looked away for more than two 

seconds and the screen returned to the red and black checkerboard to begin a new trial. These 

trials continued until the infant reached the habituation criterion. Habituation was achieved when 

the looking time summed across the most recent block of four trials dropped to less than half of 

the looking time of the first block of four trials. The test continued in blocks of four trials until 

the criterion was met. 

Learning Test 

After habituation, the infants in the learnable condition were given a five-minute break 

and then were taken to the head turn preference booth where they heard new strings adhering to 

the learnable pattern and strings that violated this pattern (see description of learning test stimuli 

above). Infants were again seated on their caregivers’ lap, with a light in front of them and a light 

on either side of them. The procedure was controlled on an Apple Power PC by the experimenter 

in a booth adjacent to the test room. At the beginning of the test the light in front of an infant 

would blink until they looked at the blinking light. That light would stop blinking and one of the 

side lights (which side was determined by randomization) would start blinking. Once infants 

looked 30 degrees in the direction of the side light, one of the test strings would start playing. 

When they looked away for more than two seconds the sound and light would stop and the center 
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light would blink again to start the next trial. This continued for 3 blocks of 4 trials (two 

grammatical and two ungrammatical trials within each block). The ordering of trials within 

blocks was determined randomly. 

 

Results 

 Testing Times and Nap Schedules 

 Infants in the Rested/Learnable condition came into the lab between the times of 11:42 

AM and 2:52PM, with an average time of day equal to 1:19PM. Infants in the 

Rested/Unlearnable condition came into the lab between the times of 1:30PM and 4:25PM, with 

an average time of day of 3:37PM. Infants in the Unrested/Learnable condition came into the lab 

between the times of 9:28AM and 12:06PM, with an average time of day equal to 11:07AM. 

Infants in the Unrested/Unlearnable condition came into the lab between the times of 10:45 and 

2:35, with an average time of day equal to 12:37PM. 

 Infants in the Rested/Learnable condition had an average nap time before the lab visit of 

2.37 hours (SD=.84 hours) with a range of 1.5 to 3.17 hours. Infants in the Rested/Unlearnable 

condition had an average nap time before the lab visit of 1.92 hours (SD=1 hour) with a range of 

1.02 to 3 hours. Infants in the Unrested/Learnable condition had been awake for an average of 

3.56 hours (SD=1.04 hours) since they last slept to when they came into the lab, with a range of 

2.78 to 5.1 hours. Infants in the Unrested/Unlearnable condition had been awake for an average 

of 4.44 hours (SD=1.97 hours) since they last slept to when they came into the lab, with a range 

of 2.58 to 6.5 hours. 

 Habituation 
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 We examined both the number of trials to habituate (Figure 1) and the overall time to 

habituate (Figure 2).  

Rested condition: Infants hearing the learnable pattern had a range of 8 – 20 trials to 

habituate with a mean of 15 trials (SD=5 trials). Infants hearing the unlearnable pattern had a 

range of 7-24 trials to habituate with a mean of 14.3 trials (SD=8.7 trials). A t-test showed the 

difference to not be significant, t(5)=.12, p=.9.  With respect to overall time to habituate in the 

rested conditions, infants hearing the learnable pattern had range of 55.1 to 212.4 seconds with a 

mean of 130.6 seconds total looking time (SD =68.2 seconds). Infants hearing the unlearnable 

pattern had a range of 170.3 to 284.6 seconds with a mean looking time of 214.9 seconds (SD = 

61.1 seconds). Although there was a marked numerical difference rested infants showed no 

significant difference in total habituation time to learnable vs. unlearnable patterns, t(5) = 1.68, 

p=.15. 

 Unrested conditions: Infants hearing the learnable pattern had a range of 8-12 trials to 

habituate with a mean of 10 trials (SD=2.3). Infants hearing the unlearnable pattern had a range 

of 8-16 trials to habituate with a mean of 12 trials (SD=4). A t-test showed the difference to not 

be significant, t(5)=.85, p=.43. With respect to overall time to habituate, infants hearing the 

learnable pattern had a range of 86.1 to 328.3 seconds to habituate with a mean looking time of 

211.1 seconds (SD = 104.2). Infants hearing the unlearnable pattern had a range of 36.9 to 300.4 

seconds to habituate with a mean looking time of 142.8 seconds (SD = 139.1 seconds). Despite 

the large numerical differences in the means, unrested infants showed no significant difference in 

time to habituate to learnable vs. unlearnable patterns, t(5)=.41, p=.7. 

 We also conducted ANOVAs to look for interactions among the four conditions. With 

respect to total time to habituate, a 2 (Rest: rested, unrested) x 2 (Language: learnable, 
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unlearnable) ANOVA failed to reach significance F(1,10)=1.36, p=.27. With respect to number 

of trials to habituate, the ANOVA also failed to reach significance, F(1,10)=.22, p=.65.  

An interesting fifth category of infants was created by three babies who were meant to be 

unrested but fell asleep in the car on the way to the lab. They all napped for just a short time (10-

15 minutes) and so did not cleanly fall into the rested or unrested category. They all heard the 

unlearnable pattern and had a mean total habituation time of 91.5 seconds (SD = .64) and a mean 

number of trials to habituate equal to 10 (SD = 2 trials).  

 Learning Test: Head Turn Preference Measure 

 Figure 3 shows looking times to grammatical and ungrammatical test trials using the 

head-turn preference procedure for infants exposed to the learnable grammar. Rested infants 

showed no statistically significant difference to grammatical vs. ungrammatical trials, t(3)=.09, 

p=.94. Unrested infants, despite showing numerically longer looking times to the ungrammatical 

stimuli, showed no statistically significant difference to grammatical vs. grammatical trials, 

t(3)=1.3, p=.29. Figure 4 shows average looking times broken into the three blocks of four trials 

(where each block had two trials with the grammatical pattern, and two with the ungrammatical 

pattern).  

 Cortisol Measure 

Saliva samples have not yet been analyzed for cortisol levels. When that is done more 

data can be analyzed about the physiological state of the infants. 

 

Discussion 

 As this study is still in progress, and there are as yet no statistical significances, it is 

difficult to make any definitive claims. The numerical pattern that the data are presenting 
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however is quite different from the previous study by Gerken, et al. (2011). With respect to total 

habituation times, infants that were well rested performed the opposite of what was expected. It 

was predicted that the infants would look longer at the learnable pattern because the infants 

recognized that it was more worth their effort than attending to an unlearnable pattern. Instead, 

rested infants looked longer at a linguistic pattern that was unlearnable. Perhaps being more well 

rested makes infants more willing to try to solve problems, even if they are unsolvable.  

 The unrested infants however attended longer to the learnable pattern. Perhaps unrested 

infants are not as willing to try to learn patterns if their chance of solving it is lower. The 

unrested infants also looked longer at the same learnable pattern than the rested infants did. 

Perhaps the rested infants were able to learn the pattern faster, or at least get what they could 

from it at a faster rate than the unrested infants.  

The number of trials to habituate did not follow the same pattern as the total looking 

times for habituation. On average, the rested conditions required more trials to habituate than the 

unrested conditions. This agrees with the conclusions drawn in Gerken et al. (2011) and is 

consistent with the idea that perhaps rested infants are more willing to attempt learning, although 

whether the pattern is learnable or not does not seem to cause a difference. 

Results from the test trials are even more difficult to decipher, and there are also still no 

statistical significances. As shown in Figure 3, rested infants showed no preference between 

novel and familiar patterns. The unrested infants however looked longer at the unlearnable 

(novel) pattern, which starts to resemble a learning effect. In Figure 4 the third block for the 

unrested infants is also nearing significance, with the infants looking longer at the unlearnable 

pattern. Perhaps by the end of the test trials the unrested infants were beginning to fully learn the 

pattern, and so became interested in a new pattern. Why unrested babies would demonstrate 
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more learning than rested babies however is not known, except that they had amassed more 

exposure to the learnable language during habituation. Unrested infants looked longer at the 

learnable pattern during habituation than the rested infants did, so perhaps despite their tired 

state, their lengthened attention to the pattern was able to make them learn the pattern more 

thoroughly than the rested infants. 

There are some parts of this study that could be expanded upon or improved that may 

partly explain the high variability among participants. One problem was how the infants reacted 

to having a saliva swab in their mouths. Some were not largely upset, but others cried or became 

very fussy. They went directly from the first saliva sample into the habituation booth and this 

may have affected their habituation times as they were emotionally unsettled. We tried to make 

the infants as comfortable as possible, but none of them liked having a cotton swab in their 

mouths. It may be beneficial to find a less intrusive way to take their saliva samples. 

Another possible explanation for the variability among participants was the length of 

naps the infants took and the time of day they were tested. The rested infants were tested a half 

hour after their naps regardless of how long their nap was. Some infants could have a three-hour 

nap where others only slept for an hour and a half. The unrested infants were tested an hour 

before their normal nap times regardless of what time of day it was. One infant may have been 

tested at 9:00AM (with a normal nap time of 10:00AM), while another may have been tested at 

1:00PM (with a normal nap time at 2:00PM). Both, however, were considered unrested infants. 

Since infants have such variable nap times, it would be hard to schedule them in a way to make 

them equally rested or unrested. Hopefully the data from the cortisol samples will give a more 

objective, physiological measure of how rested the infants are and their readiness to learn. 
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While no certain conclusions can be made at this point, these data do raise some 

interesting possibilities about the effect of being rested on learning strategies and how successful 

they are. Further research will better illuminate this topic. 
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Appendix 

 

Table 1 – learnable Russian words 

Feminine Words 

polkoj 

 

rubashkoj 

 

ruchkoj 

 

vannoj 

 

knigoj 

 

korovoj 

 

polku 

 

rubashku 

 

ruchku 

 

vannu 

 

knigu 

 

korovu 

 

Masculine Words 

uchitelya 

 

stroitelya 

 

zhitelya 

 

medvedya 

 

kornya 

 

pisarya 

 

uchitelyem 

 

stroitelem 

 

zhitelem 

 

medvedem 

 

kornem 

 

pisarem 
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Figure 1 

 

Figure 2  
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Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 

 


